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GROSS SCORE- GROSS SCORE- GROSS SCORE- GROSS SCORE- GROSS SCORE- GROSS SCORE-
2.5 3.5 5.0 7.0 8.0 9.0

RANGES 
C 0-2.49

BN 2.5-3.49 
BI 3.5-4.99
BA 5.0-6.99
A 7.0-10.0

-Good variety and balance of 
basic individual and duet 
material, RH dominant as 
expected for level
-Body positions and staging 
creates interest

-Variation and building upon 
basic duet material utilizing 
different rel/rec and interplay with 
appealing bodywork
-Strong routine concept

-Good opening interaction & Exch 
with feed in/out 
-Diagonal, direct plane & 
mirroring introduced
 -Variety of receptions but mainly 
standard releases 
-Blended partner interaction

-Great variety of releases and 
receptions throughout
-Demanding exchanges
-Consistent partner interactions
-Varied floor positioning creating 
interest
-Aerials & contact more 
developed than roll mode
-Bodywork incorporated into 
aerials and exchanges

-Continuous blending & 
movement with aerials, rolls & 
contact
-Side/side & front/back planes 
featured
-Exchanges showed variety in 
receptions
-Body work enhanced routine 
content

-Quality body and baton skills 
highlight unique pair elements.
-Challenging contact material a 
feature
-Successful blending of multiple 
body positions and planes in each 
mode.

Ind - 1V 1H 2V
DE, DE Layout, RH FT pop

Ind - 1V, 1V with 2B rel, DE, LA, EA 
pop

 Ind - 3V, 2H, RI, Fish to 1 cutback, 
partner wrist elbow, 1 B-neck

Ind - DI V, 2H catch back, 4V, MR 
Fug, 2BN, Risky contact

Ind - 3V back, 2H+IL, 3V BL, BN & 
Fug Pop Drop In x 2

Ind -V IL, 3H, 4V, MR BN, Moving 
Fug combo

DIFFICULTY

-Choreography utilized material in 
various planes and positioning on 
a basic level

-Increased timing demands with 
additional varieties of releases 
and receptions.
-Basic body positions utilized with 
demand added via bodywork

-Introduction of risk during 
exchanges
-Increased use of planes, patterns 
and levels

-High degree of difficulty and 
intricacy within design
-Demand added to entrances 
and exits of aerials
-All planes/patterns used

-Excellent timing required to 
complete demand of continuous 
floor positioning.
-Connections become highlight 
as contact continuously blends

-Creativity  of direction, pattern 
and positioning adds difficulty
-Design blended skills of athletes 
to be visually appealing

PRECISION & 
UNISON

-Precision and unison strong in 
simple elements
-Insecurities during exchanges

-Proper development baton 
technique and training  of 
precision and unison for level
-Overall flow decreased as 
athletes completed demands of 
routine

-Precision of body positioning and 
baton pattern developing -Pair 
able to maintain unison by 
adjusting timing during routine but 
flow suffers

-Athletes are individually skilled 
but lack training as a pair - 
causing unison  breakdowns
-Transitions lacked clarity due to 
baton placement

-Equally proficient and technically 
skilled athletes
-Pair connection strong creating 
smoothness and flow

-Performance is enhanced by 
high level of both precision and 
unison of athletes
-Excellent partner awareness

BODY TECHNIQUE

-Correct technical training 
displayed 
-Body lines/posture decrease with 
higher level elements

-Quality of bodywork a highlight
-Clarity of body positions 
attempted throughout with some 
breakdowns

-Body technique is developing 
well -routine will benefit from 
strengthening quality of lower 
Body movements

-Body technique well maintained 
with some lower Body concerns

-Proper technique displayed with 
minor breakdowns

- Proficient body technique 
displayed throughout

PRESENTATION

-Good awareness of duet 
concept
-Well rehearsed for level

-Presentation skills attempted but 
not consistent
-Looking at partner for cues

-Presentation skills developing - 
not consistent -Looking at partner 
for cues

-Entertaining to watch but 
performance is baton focused not 
to audience

-Athletes are secure in 
performance but lack projection

-Projection and confidence 
displayed

Pair -V & H side/side Ex, V & H 
moving Ex, H overhead Contact 
and roll interplay with bodywork. 
2B featured by both with demand 
on exit

CBTF ROLE MODEL - DUET

Pair - Moving Ex’s, Side/side 2V Ex, 
Single release Ex’s- cross plane, 
back/back & dual plane/pattern, 
Simple roll Ex, contact feature 2B 
high-low, DP

Pair - V side/side Ex, V moving Ex, 
H overhead Ex, Dstick Ex, 
Front/Back toss-wrap Ex, 
Contact/roll interplay

Pair - DIL Ex, Dual PL Ex’s w levels & 
layering. Ex in side/side & 
Front/back plane with var of rec, 
Mult LA roll Ex, F/B EL roll, 2B D rel 
with var rec, Dual Pat

CAPTIONS

VARIETY

Pair - DIL Ex, Dual PL Ex H & V, 
Moving Ex’s w levels, Contact Ex, 
Op H WO Ex 2B- Mult 2B with var of 
feed in/out, D rel 2H, 2 roll pair 
elements

Pair - MR - IL & WO Ex, F/B dual 
plane Ex, MR Contact, Diag plane 
Ex’s 2B Var feeds in/out w 
demand


